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Year Seven Spring Outline 2019  

English 
 
- Study of a Shakespeare play 
- Study of Conan Doyle short 
stories 
- Analysis of structure and themes 
- Character profiles 
- Inference and deduction 
- PEE paragraphs 
- Writing formal essay 
- Discursive writing  
- descriptive / creative writing 
 

 
French 

- Parts of the body and health 
- School 
- Weather 
- Verbs plus infinitive 
- Possessive adjectives 
- Listening comprehensions 
- Writing postcards and emails 
- Writing informal letters 
-Perfect tense (7a) 

  Geography 
Population and Settlement 
-Population distribution and density 
-How populations change 
-Understanding the role of 
migration in population change 
- Migration case studies within the 
UK (Boston, Lincolnshire) and 
beyond (Brazil and India) 
-The site, shape and situation of 
settlements 
-Settlement hierarchies 
-How cities develop 
-Managing urban development 
-Fieldwork at  the Queen Elizabeth 
Olympic Park 
 
 
Location Knowledge 
Revising the British Isles, Europe, 
Oceania and Asia

 
History 

-Edward VI: How did he deal with 
the rebellions during his reign? 
-Catholic Mary I and the 
consequences of her reign 
-Elizabeth I: problems she faced 
and how she dealt with them: 
*Religion: Catholics and Puritans 
*Poverty in England 
*Marriage  
*The threat from Mary Queen of 
Scots 
*Philip II and the Spanish Armada  
 
 
 

Mathematics 
 Number and Algebra 
- Collecting like terms in algebra 
- Linear equations 
- Graphs of straight lines and curves 
Shape, Space and Measures 
- Transformations & Enlargements 
- 3 figure bearings 
Data Handling 
- Collect and record continuous data 
- Pie Charts 
- Conversion graphs 

 

 

 
 

Art 
 
- Observational drawing - fish 
- 3D work - clay fish 
- Introduction to Surrealism - René 
Magritte 
-  Imaginative drawing - ‘unlikely 
combinations’ using colour pencil 
and felt tip 
- Montage work - landscape/faces 
- Lettering styles. Design a Keble 
chocolate bar   

 
 

Music 
  

Explore acoustic and electronic 
sounds using music technology 
  
Develop pupils' ability to explore 
sounds and compose, using both 
acoustic and electronic sound 
sources 
  
Revisit concepts such as a musical 
canon 
  
Raise awareness of contemporary 
music 
 
 

Science 
- Energy continued- Efficiency 
calculations - recap of electricity 
production  
 - Forces + Motion , Push, pull, 
Wight, reaction force, friction, 
balanced forces, unbalanced 
forces, resultant force, Motion , 
speed , acceleration , measuring 
forces  
- Leavers and pressure, moments, 
pressure calculations, surface 
area,  Calculating pressure, 
calculating moments  
-Living things & environments, 
ecology, sampling, biotic/ abiotic 
factors, human impact on 
environment  
 

 
Religious and Moral Education 

Old Testament Texts and 
Contemporary Issues 
  
- Moses 
- David and Bathsheba 
- Nathan 
- Solomon 
- Elijah stories : 
- The Prophets of Baal 
- The Still Small Voice 
- Isaiah 
-message to Judah 
-song of the Vineyard 

 
Computing 

Introduction to robotics  
 
Using Fable robot to consolidate 
key physical programming 
concepts  
 
• Investigate new and emerging 

technologies  
• Using research, come up with a 

possible solution for a problem, 
and use prototypes to develop 
the best design possible. 
Evaluate design.  

• Build and develop a product that 
incorporates physical systems 
that make use of  for example, 
sensors to detect heat, light and 
sound, and control movement 
using simple actuators such as 
motors. 

• Understand real life uses  of  
sensors in smart city design and 
the impact of the  IOT revolution   

• Develop understanding of 
iterative design process  

• Understand simple Boolean 



 
Latin 

·  Acquisition of CE vocabulary 
Parts of speech 
1st conjugation verbs in 3 tenses 
2nd conjugation verbs in 3 tenses 
Irregular perfect tense 
Masculine/feminine /neuter nouns 
The six cases - nominative, 
vocative, accusative, genitive, 
dative, ablative. 
Cultural background 
Simple translations 
Background studies 
Prepositions 

logic [for example, AND, OR and 
NOT] and some of its uses in 
circuits and programming 

• Develop computational thinking 
skills 

 
P.E. 

  
- Gymnastic Activities: 
- Focus on developing stability 
when holding their own body 
position and how to incorporate 
agilities into their sequences. 
-Cricket activities. 
 
 

 


